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CFL unveils ‘historic’ violence
against women policy
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Canadian Football League employees could face up to a lifetime ban from the league if they are found to perpetrate violence against
women, according to the league’s new policy unveiled Thursday.

The CFL and the Ending Violence Association of Canada worked together for about a year to develop the new policy, which is “aimed at
eradicating violence against women” and providing assistance to victims, according to a statement from the league.

Tracy Porteous, executive director for EVA British Columbia and EVA Canada chair who worked with the CFL on the policy, called it
“historic” and a “bold step.”

“Never before have we seen a national organization step up to say violence against women is an epidemic; that we’re going to do something
about; that corporations and businesses and men have a big role in ending violence,” she said Thursday at BC Place Stadium.

Cases of domestic violence involving NFL players as offenders — more specifically Ray Rice, formerly with the Baltimore Ravens, and Greg
Hardy, now with the Dallas Cowboys — have dominated headlines over the past several months.

Rice, who the Ravens eventually released a#er the running back was caught on surveillance video punching his then-fiancé Janay Palmer
and leaving her in an elevator while she lay on the floor, recently conducted an interview with ESPN, saying he was a “rehabilitated man.”

“I think the Ray Rice situation was a galvanizing moment for the world and certainly across North America,” said Porteous.

“Violence against women happens in every business sector, in every culture, it happens in every community. The perpetration of violence
doesn’t really have much to do with football but the solution has a lot to do with where there is a lot of men. What’s been missing from the
equation is men speaking up.”

The CFL’s policy applies not just to players, but every employee within the league, and employees will receive mandatory training on the
issues of violence against women on an annual basis.

Cam Tucker/MetroCFL commissioner Jeffrey Orridge introduces the league's new violence against
women policy during a press conference at BC Place Stadium on Thursday.
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“The Canadian Football League condemns violence against women in all its forms,” said commissioner Jeffrey Orridge during a press
conference.

The B.C. Lions have been at the forefront of trying to combat violence against women at a local level, pairing with EVA British Columbia to
form the Be More Than a Bystander program, which includes public service announcements from players and executives.

Confirmed cases of violence toward women will result in sanctions ranging from fines to suspensions, including single and multiple-game
suspensions, to a lifetime ban depending on the severity of the case and number of incidences, according to the policy.

“This was not a response to a particular incident in the league,” said Orridge. “This is a societal issue.”

Orridge said there is no connection between Thursday’s announcement and the timing of the Rice interview.

“When any CFL workplace, including a CFL football club or one of our offices, receives a report of violence against women involving a CFL
employee, we will act,” he said.

“We will assess the situation and the future risk of the woman in question and engage, when necessary, experts that will form a violence-
against-women response team. These teams will be made up of social workers and other professionals with extensive experience in
dealing with violence against women.

“These teams will provide the best possible support and referrals to the women affected, ensure counseling is provided where it’s deemed
helpful to the men involved and will strive to act always in the best interest of any children who are involved.”
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